Cover Blown! is a multiplayer, hidden information, mobile / board game hybrid, which has 3-5 players taking the role of cops bluffing and logically solving a murder mystery covered up by a secretly corrupt cop.

**INVESTIGATE**

Use your phone to choose whether you want your Confidential Informant to investigate suspects or weapons. Then listen carefully, as your confidential informant gives you secret clues.

**EXAMINE**

One player requests the examination. The game will reveal whether the suspect and weapon have a solid alibi, if one of them is suspicious, or if you found the murderer and the murder weapon and solved the case. If you did not solve the case, a new day dawns...

**DEDUCE**

The clues tells you which suspects have solid alibis or which weapons were cleared of DNA traces.

**SHOOT**

Just remember, at least one dirty cop is protecting the murderer and forestalling your investigation.

At any time in the game, you can shoot another player! You only have one bullet so you better be sure before pulling the trigger.

When a player dies the game is over – if an honest cop died, the dirty cops win and vice versa.

Cover Blown! app for Android or iOS

Components

- 3-5 players
- 10-30 minutes
- 13+

Components

- 10 Suspect tokens
- 9 Weapon tokens
- 8 Bullet tokens

The COVER BLOWN! app for Android or iOS

Cover Blown! is a multiplayer, hidden information, mobile / board game hybrid, which has 3-5 players taking the role of cops bluffing and logically solving a murder mystery covered up by a secretly corrupt cop.